Datawatch Monarch Release Notes
ISSUE ID

RESOLVED ISSUE

MOD-3089

Increase Character field length to 255 so Varchar(255) is deemed a character field for V11 compatibility

MONARCH CLASSIC (MONARCH CLASSIC & MONARCH COMPLETE)

MOD-3197
MOD-3204
MOD-3207
MOD-3223
MOD-3237
MOD-3241
MOD-3297
MOD-3334
MOD-3342
MOD-3346
MOD-3365
MOD-3366
MOD-3367
MOD-3369

Cannot delete an invalid external lookup.
PDF files do not open in open dialog grid sort order when using multiple selectiion
Illegal Name syntax error message when trying to export to existing excel worksheet is unhelpful
SdkDocInfo.ToIso8601DateTime Exception when opening PDF file created by Monarch
Cannot open text files as a database (or external lookup) if blank rows exist at the start of the file
Certain Negative signs are not recognized in PDF files
Crash when loading a 3.4GB text report and model file
Duplicate user-defined functions appear in Functions list
Export fails when appending to an existing Access file and table
Incorrect labels on the Offline Deactivation Page
Support for ISO 19770-2 SWID tags
Monarch should open data from pinned tables in DPS workspaces without testing the source connection.
Strongly Linked Functions Fail To Load If External Model Is Read-Only
Ability to override the value of the TEMP and TMP environment variables with the value in the Workpath registry setting

MOD-3374

Add a download to CSV function to the Table Design Field List

ENHANCEMENT

Report Chunking - the ability to process very large reports in smaller chunks.

ENHANCEMENT
ENHANCEMENT
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Ability to download the contents of the Field List to CSV
Ability to override the value of the TEMP and TMP environment variables with the value in the Workpath registry setting
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DPS-1554

Failed to load image error appearing in log file

DATA PREP STUDIO (MONARCH COMPLETE ONLY)

DPS-1831
DPS-1880
DPS-1882
DPS-1901
DPS-1963
DPS-2136
DPS-2854
DPS-2915
DPS-3317
DPS-3362
DPS-3444
DPS-3864
DPS-3877
DPS-3928
DPS-4051
DPS-4199
DPS-4206

Poor performance when populating filter values
Filtering Data by Range - data doesn't refresh automatically when using the Advanced Options without 'editing' the range value first
Range filter type is not working as expected
Maintain argument default compatibility with Monarch Classic for the STR function
Syntax error encountered when searching for a non-existent table name
Incorrect Amount of Columns Defined If CSV Data Structure Significantly Changes Beyond 1000 Rows
Some records are not visible after refreshing table
Unexpected data format after Remove Decimals operation
Missing vertical scroll bar in Excel Options dialog box
Disable column suffix checkbox should be disabled if multiple aggregation types are selected
Export list order should reflect the sort order in Prep Data
Incorrect number of decimal places may be shown when extracting data drom PDF files
Report Verify does not perform "adjust all fields" consistently with Monarch Classic for floating traps
Report Design leaves residual temporary files when converting a PDF.
Using the arrow while in the mask editor should force everything to scroll when reaching the horizontal limit
Summary-related dropdowns appear in Export Table as CSV (Named Export)
Temp file created when opening Report Design (*.index.dat) is not deleted

DPS-4224

Google Big Query is displayed instead of "Google BigQuery"

DPS-4244

The query value is not saved in the Connection dialog from Load Options > Edit Table Info

DPS-4249

Segment Temp Files generated but not getting deleted when doing Join

DPS-4262

IBM Cloudant Connection dialog's size is not fixed

DPS-4269

Ok button does not disable in Splunk when editing connection

DPS-4276

Renaming columns whilst on the Analyze tab does not re-calculate which Summaries can be applied to the selected table

DPS-4288

Support for Sharepoint Online in Open Data
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DPS-4289

Export fails when appending to an existing Access file and table

DPS-4292

Error encountered when selected table has no rows.

DPS-4299

Workspace crashes when trying to edit a report in Report Design

DPS-4301

Default state of blank workspace parameter preventing user from clicking OK after selecting an application runtime parameter

DPS-4302

Error encountered when selecting a specific table using DB2 connector

DPS-4303

Duplicate message in error message window for Vertica

DPS-4308

Crash when trying to load data from Public Library

DPS-4325

Crash after entering an incorrect password (5x) for a password-protected data source

DPS-4336

Export may hang on sequential retries

DPS-4345

Crash encountered when selecting a destination folder that has a problem with a Swarm connection

DPS-4348

Report Verify displays an error but the corresponding field is not highlighted.

DPS-4363

Trapping controls getting out of horizontal scrolling sync on some wide reports

DPS-4364

Report shows up blank the second time you go into report design

DPS-4365

When loading data in the query tab preview data option, the row limit is not applied.

DPS-4371

Preview Data and OK buttons are greyed out when loading Object Tables from a Salesforce data source containing high number of fields

DPS-4385

Looping validation alert when editing a Google Analytics connection with an error

DPS-4389

Missing Alt key for File >> Open Data menu option

DPS-4420

OAuth windows prompt excessively

DPS-4423

Using Alt shortcuts to access the application menu keeps it open unnecessarily after selection is made

DPS-4424

On workspace open, DPS asks for PDF password on missing file which would normally not require a password

DPS-4431

Ctrl+mouse wheel should zoom the report viewer in Report Design

DPS-4432

Clearing templates not functioning in the same way as Monarch Classic

DPS-4439

Export tree is displayed incorrectly when prep data tree has sort applied.

DPS-4440

Regex character insertion performance degrades as it grows in length

DPS-4441

Making a filter on a runtime parameter column causes the Prepare grid to go blank and causes futher errors

DPS-4442

Blank report view presented when dragging certain PRN files into the product

DPS-4447

Crash on click to append when source tables have invalid file paths
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DPS-4449

Filter does not rebuild automatically when a runtime parameter value upon which the filter depends is changed

DPS-4474

Crash when typing value in template width that is greater than report width

DPS-4487

Crash when loading an XML file in a French environment

DPS-4491

Crash may occur on a second Merge Column operation

NEW FEATURE

Amazon EMR Hive, Google Sheets, Google Drive and SugarCRM Connectors added

NEW FEATURE

Easily jump to the change which created the selected column

ENHANCEMENT

Option to Create a "New Workspace" From the Menu Dropdown

ENHANCEMENT

Show field type on field list items on calculated field expression editor

ENHANCEMENT

SAS Transport open filter should support both .xpt and .stx extensions

ENHANCEMENT

If you have two tables selected give a context menu option to auto-stage and open the join dialog

ENHANCEMENT

Save to Swarm Improvements

ENHANCEMENT

Allow more width to runtime parameters dialog on workspace open

ENHANCEMENT

Application or Workspace Runtime Parameter sections are now hidden on open workspace if there are no relevant items

ENHANCEMENT

Filter Redesign

ENHANCEMENT

Show all available timezones

ENHANCEMENT

Ability to create a new library file

ENHANCEMENT

Change "Remove Column" to "Delete Column" and add "Delete Columns" to the main drop down for multi-select deletion
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